Abstract. We present a detailed comparative study of the electronic and mechanical properties of the early actinide mononitrides and dinitrides within the framework of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA [PBE]) and GGA + U implementations of density functional theory with the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling. The dependence of selected observables of these materials on the effective U-parameter is investigated in detail. The properties include the lattice constant, bulk modulus, charge density distribution, hybridization of the atomic orbitals, energy of formation and the lattice dynamics. The inclusion of the Hubbard U parameter results in a proper description of the 5f electrons, and is subsequently used in the determination of the structural and electronic properties of these compounds. The mononitrides and dinitrides of the early actinides are metallic except for UN 2 , which is a semiconductor. These actinide nitrides are non-magnetic with the exception of UN, NpN, PuN, NpN 2 and PuN 2 that are magnetic systems with orbital-dependent magnetic moments oriented in the z-axis. We observed that ThN 2 is elastically unstable to isotropic pressure. We discovered that UN 2 is thermodynamically unstable, but may be stabilized by N vacancy formation.
Introduction
The investigation of actinide-based materials is an area of active research. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] The effects of 5f-electrons in the actinide nitrides are of significant interest to both theorists and experimentalists, [13, 14, 15] because exotic properties often arise from the strong electron-electron interactions paving the way for interesting physics and novel applications. The actinide metals exhibit increased 5f electronic localization with increasing atomic number which has a direct bearing on the orbital overlap and electronic band structure of these systems.
Actinide nitrides are set to become a major component in large-scale energy generation devices in nuclear power stations as an alternative to the current fuel sources that are being used. [16, 17] The Generation-IV nuclear reactors (fast neutron fission reactors) are developed to use the actinide nitrides as the primary fuel source. [18] Actinide nitrides release a larger amount of fissile products (neutrons) compared to its consumption, and the long-lived fission products have a higher probability to transmute leading to higher usable energy densities.
Based on the importance of the actinide nitrides from both a scientific and technological point of view, the understanding of the electronic and structural properties is important to harness, control, and effectively use these materials. The presence of 5f electrons poses a considerable challenge in the theoretical description of the actinide compounds. This is mainly due to the improper account of the electron-electron interactions by the local spin density approximation (LSDA) and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) approaches implemented in density functional theory (DFT). The DFT + U [19, 20, 21] (LDA + U and GGA + U) approach has been shown to overcome some of the shortcomings and shows a lot of promise in the studies of the 5f electron systems.
In this work, the actinide nitrides of interest are the early actinide mononitrides (AcN) and dinitrides (AcN 2 ) where (Ac = Th, Pa, Np, U and Pu). At low temperatures, the AcN crystallizes in the NaCl crystal structure, while the AcN 2 mainly exists in the fluorite structure. There also exist other actinide compounds that crystallize in the NaCl crystal structure such as the mono-carbides, mono-pnictides, mono-chalcogenides, etc.
To the best of our knowledge, a detailed analysis of these systems within the DFT + U approach is lacking. [22, 23, 10, 24] Petit et al. [10] investigated some actinide mono-carbides and mononitrides using the self-interaction corrected (SIC) local spin-density approximation. These authors observed ionic character in the mononitrides, increased localization in PuN, and an itinerant picture for UN. Silva et al., [5] recently synthesized NpN and confirmed the existence of other phases of neptunium nitrides using both experimental and computational techniques. These authors showed the importance of the Hubbard U-parameter (accounting for onsite interactions) along with relativistic effects to accurately describe these compounds.
Atta-Fynn et al. [22] treated all the nitrides on equal footing at different magnetic configurations with and without spin orbit coupling (SOC). They showed that the type-I antiferromagnetic (AFM) configuration gives similar results to the type-II AFM configuration and results in a more energetically favorable configuration with the inclusion of SOC.
In our work, we have therefore considered the type-I AFM structure within the projector augmented wave (PAW) method to analyze the mononitride systems. We compare our results with available experimental data as well as with other theoretical results. All calculations are based on density functional theory with and without the inclusion of the Hubbard Uparameter (DFT + U). We evaluate the heat of formation, the structural, electronic, elastic, and mechanical properties of the various actinide nitrides. Of interest is how well our zero temperature DFT + U computations predict these properties. Previous studies proposed that PaN has a more covalent character compared to UN, NpN, PuN that are predominantly ionic. Therefore, by scrutinizing the valence charge density distributions, we examine the AcN and AcN 2 compounds to give an account of the bonding character of these systems. The Hubbard U-parameter is shown to be important in the prediction of the structural properties of the actinide nitrides. The lattice dynamics of these systems gives an indication of the mechanical stability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present a description of the computational methodology. The calculated ground state properties of AcN and AcN 2 compounds, and the effect of the Hubbard U-parameter are given in Section 3 and 4 respectively. Finally, we make our concluding remarks in Section 5.
Computational Details
The calculations are performed using density functional theory [25] as implemented in the VASP code [26] . The PAW approach of Blöchl in the implementation of Kresse and Joubert is used to describe the electron wave functions. [27] The semi-core electrons and the valence electrons of the actinides are represented by plane waves. The PBE [28] form for the GGA and the GGA + U is used in the description of the exchange-correlation potential.
The unit cell parameters and atomic positions are optimized with an energy tolerance of 10 −7 eV. The calculations are performed with an energy cut-off of 500 eV and 550 eV for AcN and AcN 2 respectively. The Brillouin zone (BZ) integrations are performed using a spacing of 0.2 Å −1 for the Monkhorst-Pack [29] grid. Fractional electron occupancies and integration of the bands at the Fermi level are determined using the Methfessel-Paxton smearing method with a smearing parameter of 0.2 eV. The AcN and AcN 2 with SOC (spin-orbit coupling) calculations are performed within the constraints of symmetry. The lifting of the symmetry constraints lead to no significant change in the total energy and electronic properties, with an exception of PuN and UN 2 were the calculation is performed with the symmetry constraints lifted [3] . The total energy, electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) were calculated using the tetrahedron integration method with Blöchl corrections.
We use the Dudarev et al. [30] simplified rotationally-invariant form for the Hubbard correction to account for the on-site Coulomb interactions. This approach combines the Hubbard U and Hund's J to give the U e f f = U − J. The rotational invariance is preserved within this formalism because the U parameter depends on the trace of the occupation matrices and their products. The generic expression for the energy functional in the DFT + U formalism is represented by
where E DFT is the DFT (LDA or GGA) contribution to the total energy and E Hub is the electron-electron interaction from the Hubbard term. E dc is a double counting term, introduced because part of the electron-electron interaction is taken into account in E DFT . The last two terms depend on the occupation matrix of the correlated orbitals of the system under consideration. In this study, the calculated Hubbard U e f f parameter (henceforth referred to as the Hubbard U) is optimized with respect to the experimentally determined lattice constant [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 3] for each of the actinide nitrides that we considered. The optimized U parameter is used to determine the structural, electronic, elastic and mechanical properties of the compounds. This results in a better qualitative and quantitative description of the various properties. Relativistic effects are important for the actinides. This leads to lower calculated ground state total energies compared to non-relativistic calculations. In this study, we present results using the GGA and the GGA + U forms for the exchange correlation potential together with spin-polarization (SP) and spin orbit coupling (SOC).
A method using the least squares fit, [36] as implemented in the MedeA-MT module, was used to obtain the elastic constants. The elastic properties are calculated from the Hill values, which are a geometric mean of the Voigt and Reuss values. The eigenvalues of the stiffness matrix give an indication of the mechanical stability of the systems under consideration. The Hill values [37] were used in the estimation of longitudinal, shear and mean sound velocities and the Debye temperatures. [38] The energy of formation for each structure was calculated by taking the difference between the total energy of the actinide compound and the energies of its constituents in their corresponding bulk elemental forms:
where n is either 1 or 2 for the mononitride and dinitride, respectively, and N Ac and N N are the number of Ac atoms and N atoms in the calculational unit cell of the compound, respectively. E bulk (Ac) is the energy per Ac atom in its ground state structure, and E bulk (Ac) is the energy per N atom in the nitrogen molecule.
The phonon frequencies are calculated using the direct approach of lattice dynamics based on linear response theory, as implemented in the MedeA-PHONON package. [39] This exploits the fact that within the harmonic regime, there is a linear relationship between the induced forces on the atoms and the displacement of the atoms from their equilibrium positions. We discovered that using GGA + U only has a marginal effect on the quantitative description of the phonon frequencies. Therefore, we have only presented results for the phonon frequencies within the GGA approximation.
We applied our methods to the study of the ferromagnetic (FM) and the antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations for the actinide mononitrides and dinitrides. The non-magnetic (NM) systems consistently resulted in higher energies of formation for all the structures considered. Therefore NM results are not presented in this study.
AcN
The AcN crystal structures are presented in Fig. 1 . The ferromagnetic phase is the cubic NaCl structure with the Fm-3m space group, and the antiferromagnetic phase is cubic NaCl with the Pm3m space group.
Energy of Formation
In Table 1 , the calculated equilibrium lattice constant, energy of formation, magnetic moment, bulk and shear moduli, and Debye temperature are presented. The energy of formation for all the AcN investigated, calculated using equation 2, is negative. This implies that the formation of these structures is energetically favorable.
Also, in Table 1 we observe that ThN and PaN evolve to their non-magnetic ground states with the AFM structure being slightly more energetically favorable than the FM structure. UN to PuN give various degrees of magnetization due to the 5f orbitals, with the magnetic orientation along the z-axis in both the AFM and FM ordering. This is attributed to strong electron-electron correlations of the 5f electrons at each atomic site resulting in net local magnetic moments. We observe that the degree of magnetization is over-estimated using the PAW (GGA + U) approach compared to all-electron (AE) calculations and experimental data. For the UN to PuN compounds, the total energy with PAW (with and without the Hubbard U) results in the FM structure having the lowest energy of formation.
Structural Properties
We present the lattice constants calculated using the PAW method (GGA with and without the inclusion of Hubbard U-parameter) in Table 1 . We find a favorable comparison with the AE [22] results for the various AcN compounds considered. For ThN, we obtain reasonable results without the inclusion of the Hubbard U parameter. This is understandable since Th lacks 5f electrons. Also for PuN, the lattice constant is not affected much by the inclusion of the U. This is understood in terms of its relative position in the actinide series. The inclusion of the Hubbard U parameter of 1 eV in UN and NpN results in lattice constants that compare very well with experiment. The experimentally determined lattice constant [40, 41] 
Elastic Properties
The calculated bulk modulus, shear modulus and Debye temperature for the AcN compounds are presented in Table 1 . They are all positive, which indicates that the compounds are all elastically stable. The inclusion of the U parameter leads to an overall better agreement of the calculated elastic properties with other available theoretical and experimental data [41, 42, 22, 8] . For instance, the experimentally determined bulk modulus and the calculated result of our lowest energy structure in parenthesis for ThN and UN are 175 GPa [43] (178 GPa) and 193 GPa [41] (198 GPa) respectively.
PaN has the highest Debye temperature θ D of 358 K of the systems that we considered. This is associated with complex covalent bonding behavior in this system that will be further explored in our discussion on the valence charge density. PaN, followed by UN, have the highest calculated bulk modulus that also points to the inherent covalent bonding in these systems.
Density of States
The partial density of states (PDOS) for the 5f and 6d states for the actinides and the 2p states of the nitrogen are presented for the ground state AcN compounds. All the compounds studied within GGA and GGA + U are found to be metallic. There is a systematic increase in the 5f electron density of states at the Fermi level with increasing atomic number, and there is a contribution from the N 2p states below the Fermi level.
As shown in Fig. 2 for the AFM structure of ThN, the metallicity of ThN is determined mainly by the hybridization of the 5f and 6d states from the actinide with a very minute contribution from 2p states of the nitrogen at the Fermi level. From PaN to PuN, we have a higher 5f electron contribution at the Fermi level compared to the other orbitals in both the GGA and GGA + U descriptions shown in figures 3. This is attributed to increased localization of the 5f electrons in the actinides. However, other experimental and theoretical studies [14, 15, 7] of UN have confirmed that the U 5f states have some itinerant character that is attributed to the presence of U 5f states at the Fermi-level therefore preserving some band character. [15] In Fig 4, we present the partial DOS for PuN in the AFM structure. There is a significant difference in the peaks of the two actinide atoms of the 5f states (minority and majority spin) compared to the AFM PDOS of ThN that has no difference in the peaks. This is an indication 
Valence charge densities
In Fig. 5 , we show the valence charge density plots for the compounds that we investigated. This gives us an indication of the character of the bonding. The charge density distribution is computed in the (001) plane for the AFM configuration. The scale in Fig. 5f is such that blue is devoid of electrons and red indicates a high concentration of electrons. The charge densities plotted are for the valence states summed over both spin orientations. In general, we observe near-spherical charge density distributions around the actinide and nitrogen atoms with significant charge depletion between the atoms, which is characteristic of the rock-salt structure with predominant ionic bonding. Between the actinide and nitrogen atoms there is a subtle charge density bridge, attributed to the slight covalent character in the actinide nitrides. There is charge transfer from the actinide metals to the non-metallic nitrogen atoms. As the atomic number increases (Th to Pu) resulting in higher valence localized 5f electrons, there is a noticeable increase in the charge accumulation at the actinide site.
Phonon Studies
In Fig. 6 , no negative phonon modes for the various AcN structures are observed in the phonon dispersion plot. Therefore, these compounds are dynamically stable. The low-lying frequency modes are governed by the dynamics of the heavy Ac atoms, and the higher frequencies by the lighter N atoms. There is a significant difference in the frequency of N atoms compared to the Ac atoms due to the large mass differences. This suggests that instability in the system can arise from a small perturbation of the crystal structure.
PuN has the lowest acoustic velocity corresponding to the lowest bulk modulus and overall strength of all the AcN systems that we studied. There are "flatish" sections of the optical branches in all systems that suggest low group velocities for these modes involving N.
AcN 2
In Fig. 7 , we present the AcN 2 crystal structures. The ferromagnetic (FM) phase is the cubic fluorite structure with space group Fm-3m, while the antiferromagnetic phase (AFM) is a double tetragonal unit cell with space group P4/mmm, and the magnetic ordering is in the z-axis. 
Energy of Formation
In Table 2 , the calculated equilibrium lattice constant, energy of formation, magnetic moment, bulk and shear moduli, and Debye temperature are presented. The calculated energy of formation for the AcN 2 , using equation 2, is negative, which implies that the structures are energetically favorable. The difference in the energy of formation of the AcN 2 within the GGA approach using the AFM and FM structures is about one-hundredth of an eV. The introduction of the Hubbard U parameter results in a difference of about one-tenth of an eV in the energy of formation between the AFM and the FM structures. We conclude that the AFM structures are slightly more energetically favorable with the exception of ThN 2 for which the FM is more energetically favorable. ThN 2 to UN 2 compounds evolve to the non-magnetic ground state irrespective of the starting magnetic configuration. We observe that the magnetic orientation has little effect on the structural, elastic and mechanical properties. For NpN 2 and PuN 2 , the AFM structure results in zero net magnetization. But, the FM structure for NpN 2 gives a net magnetic Comparing the energy of formation for the actinide mononitrides and dinitrides, we observe that the dinitrides are more energetically stable with the exception of ThN 2 that is later shown to be elastically unstable. PuN 2 has a slightly lower energy of formation than 
Structural Properties
In Table 2 , we present the calculated equilibrium lattice constant, magnetic moment, bulk and shear moduli and Debye temperature. The lattice constant using the PAW approach obtained for the various AcN 2 compounds considered is calculated using GGA and GGA + U.
The experimentally determined lattice constant and the calculated result with the Hubbard U parameter of our lowest energy structure in parenthesis for UN 2 [40, 44] and NpN 2 [5] are 5.308 Å (5.302 Å) and 5.3236 Å (5.32 Å) respectively. To the best of our knowledge, no experimental data on the lattice parameters of ThN 2 , PaN 2 and PuN 2 is available.
Elastic properties
The AcN 2 considered are all elastically stable except for ThN 2 , which is elastically unstable to shear stress due to the negative shear modulus. The Debye temperature therefore cannot be calculated for this system. This is consistent with experimental findings that suggest the existence of two stable alloys of thorium and nitrogen, namely ThN and Th 3 N 4 . [45] The bulk and shear moduli increases from ThN 2 to UN 2 , then subsequently decreases to PuN 2 . The calculated bulk modulus, shear modulus and Debye temperature with and without the U parameter for PaN 2 and UN 2 are consistent for the AFM and the FM phases as shown in Table 2 . Also, for NpN 2 without the U parameter, the elastic properties are consistent for the AFM and FM phase. However, we discovered that the FM phase for both NpN 2 and PuN 2 are highly sensitive to structural optimization, which leads to significant structural distortion.
Density of States
The partial density of states (PDOS) for the 5f and 6d states for the actinide atom and the 2p states of the nitrogen atom is presented for AcN 2 in the ground state structures. We observe Table 2 : The Hubbard U (eV), optimize lattice parameters a (in Å), calculated energy of formation ∆E f (eV), total magnetic moment (scalar norm) µ B (Bohr magnetons), bulk and shear moduli (GPa), and the Debye temperature θ D (K) using GGA + U within the SOC scheme.
Compound
Theory that AcN 2 within the GGA and GGA + U are metallic with the exception of UN 2 which has a band gap. In Fig. 10 , an insulating character is observed for UN 2 with a GGA band gap of 0.56 eV and an increase in the band gap to 0.64 eV on the inclusion of the Hubbard U of 2 eV. This is comparable to the band gap obtained by Weck et al. [23] of 0.94 eV using the AE approach and by Lu et al. [8] of 0.75 eV using a Hubbard U of 4 eV. If we consider the FM structure, which is less energetically favorable, a GGA band gap of 0.73 eV and a band gap of 0.83 eV on inclusion of the Hubbard U of 2 eV (figure not presented) is obtained. The top of the valence band is determined mainly by the hybridization of the U 5f and N 2p states, while the electronic properties of UN 2 is governed mainly by the 5f states because they dominate the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum.
The metallicity of ThN 2 is determined mainly by the 2p states as shown in Fig. 8 . There is significant hybridization of the 5f and 6d states for the thorium atom and the 2p states of the nitrogen atom at the Fermi level.
While in PaN 2 as shown in Fig. 9 , there is approximately equal participation of the 5f and 6d states around the Fermi level compared to the other orbitals in both the GGA and GGA + U. The inclusion of the Hubbard U of 2 eV leads to an increase in the 5f states in the conduction band but no noticeable change at the Fermi level. The NpN 2 and PuN 2 compounds results in metallic behavior as presented in Fig. 11  and 12 with the Fermi level dominated by the 5f states. There is weak hybridization of the actinide 5f and 6d states at the Fermi-level in NpN 2 and a significant hybridization of the actinide 5f and 6d states with the nitrogen 2p state in PuN 2 compound.
Valence charge densities
In Fig. 13 , we show the valence charge density plots for all the compounds considered to investigate the bonding character. The density distribution is computed in the (100) plane for the AFM configuration. We observe that the bonding character is not dependent on the magnetic configuration of the systems that we investigated. The scale in Fig. 13f is such that blue is devoid of electrons and red indicates a high concentration of electrons. The charge densities plotted are for the valence states summed over both spin orientations.
We observe significant distortion in the spherical charge distribution around the actinide compared to the nitrogen atoms. Between the actinide and nitrogen atom there is a subtle charge density bridge, attributed to the slight covalent character in the actinide nitrides. This charge density bridge along with the actinide charge density increases with increase in the atomic number of the actinide metal (Th to Pu) compared to the rest of the interstitial region. This results in increased covalent bonding character of the actinide nitride with increase in the atomic number. However, the AcN 2 studied are all predominantly ionic compounds.
Phonon Studies
The calculated phonon dispersion curves along the W-L-Γ-X-W-K directions for AcN 2 are presented in Fig. 14 within the GGA approach. Generally, the phonon frequencies for all the compounds considered are split roughly into two halves, where the lower frequencies are governed by the dynamics of the heavy Ac atoms and the higher frequencies by the dynamics of the N atoms.
The AcN 2 are dynamically stable with no negative phonon modes in the dispersion plot with the important exception for UN 2 , which has a small fraction of imaginary phonon frequencies. This is due to the transverse modes of the nitrogen atoms. This result contradicts the theoretical observation by Lu et al. [35] that predicts a thermodynamically stable structure for UN 2 . Our result corroborates experimental evidence by Rundle et al. [40] , Tagawa et al. [16, 17] and more recent studies [46, 47] that suggests UN 2 has never been prepared as a stoichiometric compound. Experimentally, it has been concluded that the correct stoichiometry may be UN 1.75 . UN 2 is nonstoichiometric and was assigned a hypothetical CaF structure on the basis of the experimental data for the actinide dinitrides with N/U= 1.75 − 1.78 with the understanding that the non-stoichiometry arises from the presence of nitrogen vacancies in UN 2 . This is consistent with our theoretical observation that the nitrogen atom is the source of the instability.
A trend of reduced gap in the phonon frequency between the modes of the heavy actinide metal and the light nitrogen atom is observed with increasing atomic number. Also, the difference in the frequency of nitrogen atoms compared to the actinide atoms is low compared to their AcN analogue. This implies that the addition of the extra nitrogen atom to the structure has led to the further stabilization of the structure.
Concluding remarks
We studied the ground state electronic, structural and mechanical properties of the AcN and AcN 2 early actinide nitrides. The calculated lattice parameters with the inclusion of the Hubbard U parameter agree well with available experimental data where that data exists. There is the exception of ThN, PuN and ThN 2 compounds where GGA gives agreeable results for the actinide mononitrides and dinitrides. In general, all the actinide nitrides studied are energetically favorable, and are elastically and mechanically stable with the exception of ThN 2 that is unstable to isotropic pressure. Notably UN 2 is thermodynamically unstable and has been speculated to stabilize under N-vacancy formation. This will be investigated in a future study.
Comparison of the calculated and experimental magnetic properties of these systems shows that the GGA + U with and without SOC gives a good qualitative account of the properties compared with experiment, but not an accurate quantitative account. Therefore, going beyond DFT + U is important to quantitatively determine the magnetic moments.
An analysis of the valence charge density distribution of the actinide nitrides shows the presence of ionic bonding predominantly, with the dinitrides having higher covalent character compared to the mononitrides. Also, we observe a consistent increase in the charge density distribution at the actinide sites for the actinide mononitrides and dinitrides with increasing atomic number.
All the actinide nitrides considered are metallic in nature with the exception of UN 2 .
